
Assembly instruction - AC&Heat pump covers ALUMINIUM

x10 x10
x4 x4

x1

Option
lower cover option

upper cover
slatted front panel

lower cover

sides left & right

Assembly steps:

Attach the left and right sides to the front panel.
The slats of the front panel must be oriented downwards.
The side with the Devaux logo must be installed on the right side of the front panel 
if you are looking at it from the front.

Put on the top cover and attach it with screws. Check the correct alignment of the wall with 
the sides.

OPTION (not supplied with the standard product) lower 
cover - if the engine  is not installed at the floor / at 
the ground. Install the 6 clip-on inserts in the 6 square 
cutouts. Assemble using the 6 domed stainless steel 
screws.

WARNING
-Consult your engine manual to check if it is compatible with an aluminum decorative cover, 

 we can not be responsible for any damage to your engine due to the need for ventilation. 

-Never cover the AC & Heat pump cover, never block the air flow.
-Fragile aluminum: do not step on the AC & Heat pump cover, avoid shocks.
-Make sure during assembly that there is no contact with the engine's electric wires. 

Install the clip-on inserts in 
the 10 square cutouts.

watch a video on 



Assembly instruction - AC&Heat pump covers WOOD & ALUMINIUM

x10 x10
x4 x4

x1

Option

wooden lamens x10

upper cover

sides left & right

lower cover

middle rackracks
right & left front panel

smooth face

chamfer
option: lover cover 

Assembly steps:

Install the clip-on inserts in 
the 10 square cutouts.

watch a video on 

Install the side racks 
respecting the direction 
of the arrows.
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Install the central rack, 
decorative face forward.

Paint or stain the 
wooden slats 
according to your 
wish.

Place the slats one by one in 
the racks:
smooth decorative face 
forward, chamfer down

Attach the left and right sides to the 
front panel.
The side with the Devaux logo must be 
installed on the right side of the front 
panel if you are looking at it from the 
front.
Left side in rear view. Tighten the screws 
as green arrows show, the hole at the 
level of the red arrow gives place for the 
head of the previously installed screw.

Put on the top cover and attach it with 
screws.
Check the correct alignment of the wall 
with the sides.




